The Leading the Product
Team Cheat Sheet
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Before the Conference
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Make the case for LTP DIGITAL tickets so the whole team can
attend together

Secure LTP DIGITAL tickets at
the lowest price to maximise
the number of team members
who can attend

Decide which level ticket you want for your team
Buy a conference day ticket for a full day of product learning
Buy a Season Pass to add access to the conference Video Replay and
additional Episodes on how to implement your learnings
Secure the budget your tickets:
Demonstrate a clear RO
LTP DIGITAL conference tickets are a great employee retention tool.  
On average, it takes six to nine months of an employee’s salary  
($150,000 AUD) to locate, train and onboard a replacement
Quote Ben Horowitz. He writes that if 1% of your learning is implemented,
the company yields 200 hours of extra work. That’s 5 extra days of
productivity!
Explain how the learnings from the conference can also help inform and better
the product practice, improving the ways of working at your company.
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Announce that you’ve bought
tickets to LTP DIGITAL for
maximum effect
Make the most of the  
company’s investment.
At your team meeting, announce
that the company has purchased
LTP DIGITAL tickets
Follow up with an email to the
whole team to ask if they want to
attend or are available to attend.

Once you’ve secured the budget,
buy your tickets early to access the
Corporate discounts PLUS the 
Early-Bird ticket price
Maximise the number of people that
can attend the conference.  
The earlier you buy, the cheaper it is
per ticket.
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elect who from the team attends
LTP DIGITAL
Log on to leadingtheproduct.com and
assign tickets to team members.  
You can add and remove team
members from your group booking until
the day of the conference.
If you do not have the budget to bring
the whole product team, you may
decide to incentivize your team and
offer event tickets as a bonus for good
performance.

Learn more about the event at:

leadingtheproduct.com

On Conference Day
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Advise your team to share

Organise an internal comms

Encourage team attendees to

their insights and to engage

channel to swap insights.

take notes to collect the day’s

l


with the globa

learnings

product community

Have your team share their product

Create a digital communication channel

Advise your team to document the

thoughts and opinions on social

for your team to share their insights

day and AHA moments.

media with the hashtag

and thoughts on the day.

#LTPCON.

At the end of the conference, ask

Engage and respond to other

the team to synthesize the insights

product people to maintain the

gained so that they can share with

conversation.

the team

There will be diverse perspectives
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at the conference so remind each

xpress support for team
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attendee to form their  
own opinions.

E

At the end of the day, enjoy the

attendees to meet a new

After Party and serve drinks to

product professionals and

celebrate the day as a team

grow their network

y 

Conference day isn’t onl

It's time to celebrate the day and time

about learning

spent with your team and the product
community.

Its also about meeting new product
people so that your team can grow

Grab a drink and kick-start the  

their network

team celebrations.

Networks are important  
for learning.

After the Conference

1

Conduct a learning Retro to 
gain insights
Retro to understand
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Share learning with the rest of

Speak to your peers and share

the organisation to demonstrate

insights for broader acceptance

value of a learning day

of product practices

Organise a Town Hall to share the

Remind your peers of the learning

what your team learnt during  

insights and recommendations with the

and ensure that the insights

conference day

rest of the company

gathered are used broadly across

Ask how the team might apply the

Create a presentation and ensure that

learnings to improve the product

the presenter is prepared to deliver a

practice at your company.

concise summary and

Conduct a

the company.

recommendations for the company.
Assign a team member to capture
the insights and recommendations.

Publish the team’s insights and
recommendations on the  
company intranet.

Learn more about the event at: leadingtheproduct.com

